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I. INTRODUCTION

On October 7, 1992, United States Trade Representative Carla
Hills, Mexican Secretary of Trade and Industrial Development Jaime
Serra Puche, and Canadian Minister for International Trade Michael
Wilson met in San Antonio, Texas Their meeting marked an histor-

1. E.g., Timothy L McNulty, Bush Showcases Free Trade Pact, CHICAGO TR1B., Oct. 8,
1992 at 1. The five volume text of the agreement was signed Dec. 17, 1992 by Canadian
President Mulroney, U.S. President Bush and Mexican President Salinas. Keith Bradsher,
Trade Pact Signed in 3 Capitals, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 17, 1992, at DI. (discussing North
American Free Trade Agreement, Oct. 7, 1992, U.S.-Can.-Mex.,
U.S.T..
For an in
depth summary and analysis of the proposed North American Free Trade Agreement, see
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ic achievement-the initialling of the North American Free Trade
Agreement ("NAFTA"). 2
When fully implemented, the NAFTA will remove all impediments to the free flow of goods, services, and investment in the
North American continent. It will link the United States with its firstand third-largest trading partners, Canada and Mexico, to create one
of the world's largest and richest markets, with over 360 million
consumers and $6.4 trillion in output of goods and services.'
The NAFTA will bring numerous benefits to the United States
and American workers:
*

NAFTA will make the
ing one of the largest
allow U.S. companies
more competitive with

*

NAFTA will create new jobs for Americans. The U.S. will have
better access to the Mexican market; as the Mexican economy
grows, U.S. exports will increase, creating additional export-related jobs in the United States; and

*

NAFTA safeguards the environment and American workers. The
agreement protects the ability of the United States to use federal
and state environmental, safety and health standards and to enact
even tougher standards if appropriate. 4

United States more competitive. By creatand richest markets in the world, it will
to achieve scale economies and become
European and Asian producers;

NAFTA will be implemented gradually over a transition period to
give U.S. firms and workers time to adjust. And the United States
government will provide effective adjustment assistance to help workers who may lose their jobs.

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON THE U.S. ECONOMY AND SELECTED INDUSTRIES OF THE NORTH
AMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREEMENT, USITC pub. 2596, Inv. No. 332-337 (Jan. 1993) (addressing "key provisions" and their potential impacts); ECONOMY-WIDE MODELING OF THE
ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF A FTA WITH MEXICO AND A NAFFA WITH CANADA AND MEXIco, USIRC pub. 2516, Inv. No. 332-317 (May 1992); ECONOMY-WIDE MODELING OF THE
ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF A FTA WITH MEXICO AND A NAFTA WITH CANADA AND MEX-

Ico, ISITC pub. 2508, Inv. No. 332-317 (May 1992) (addendum to the original report).
See McNulty, supra note 1.
3. REPORT OF THE ADMINISTRATION ON THE NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREEMENT AND ACTIONS TAKEN IN FULFILLMENT OF THE MAY 1, 1991 COMMITMENTS 17 (1992)
2.

(on file with the U.S. Dep't. of Labor).
4. Id
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The NAFTA is also an historic achievement because of the
prominence of labor and environmental issues in the debate that surrounded the negotiation and crafting of the agreement itself and of
related instruments. Never before had so much emphasis been placed
on labor and environmental issues in the negotiation of an international trade agreement. In the aftermath of the NAFrA, it is difficult to
conceive that future international trade instruments will return to the
status quo ante. Thus, the NAFTA negotiations constitute a watershed
in terms of raising the profile of labor and environmental issues in
international trade negotiations.
This paper deals with labor issues pertaining to the North American Free Trade Agreement. Part II of the paper summarizes the debate in the United States regarding the labor implications of free trade
in North America. Part III describes the approach chosen by the
United States Administration to deal with these concerns and how this
approach differs from that taken by other countries. Part IV focuses
on the parallel discussions on labor matters between Mexico and the
United States and the steps taken by two governments to promote and
improve the lives of working men and women in their two countries.
The paper closes with an assessment of how labor issues have been
advanced by the NAFTA and challenges that remain ahead as the
hemisphere moves toward free trade.
II. THE U.S. DEBATE ON LABOR IMPLICATIONS OF A NAFTA
On June 10, 1990, President Bush and Mexican President Carlos
Salinas de Gortari met in Washington and issued a joint statement on
the negotiation of a free trade agreement ("FrA").5 In that statement,
the two Presidents endorsed a comprehensive agreement calling for
the gradual and comprehensive elimination of trade barriers between
the two countries and instructed their respective trade ministers to
undertake the consultations and preparatory work needed to initiate
free trade negotiations.6 In particular, the two Presidents singled out
the full, phased elimination of import tariffs; the elimination or fullest
possible reduction of non-tariff barriers, such as import quotas, licenses, and technical barriers to trade; the establishment of clear, binding
protection for intellectual property rights; fair and expeditious dispute

5. Mexico-United States Joint Statement on Negotiation of a Free Trade Agreement,
PUB. PAPERS 806-07 (June 11, 1990).

6.

L
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settlement procedures; and means to improve and expand the flow of
goods, services, and investment between the two countries.7
In June and July, 1990, the Administration held consultations
with Congress and the private sector seeking advice on the concept of
an FTA with Mexico.8 In this early round of consultations, "although
some concerns were expressed about the initiative, there was even
greater interest in and support for negotiations."9
Two months later, on August 8, 1990, the trade ministers jointly
reported back to the Presidents recommending the initiation of formal
negotiations, in accordance with each country's domestic laws, on a
comprehensive free trade agreement. This agreement, they recommended, should lead to the progressive elimination of impediments to
trade in goods and services and to investment, as well as to the protection of intellectual property rights and the establishment of fair and
expeditious dispute settlement mechanisms.
On August 21, 1990, President Salinas wrote to President Bush
formally proposing the negotiation of a free trade agreement, a step
required under the fast track procedures for the consideration of implementing legislation with respect to trade agreements.'" On September 25, again in accord with fast track procedures, President Bush
wrote to the Chairmen of the Senate Finance and House Ways and
Means Committees notifying the two Committees of proposed free
trade negotiations with Mexico." In these letters, the President also
informed them that the Government of Canada had expressed a desire
to participate in the negotiations with a view to negotiating an agreement among all three countries. On February 5, 1991, Presidents
Bush and Salinas and Prime Minister Mulroney issued a joint statement announcing "their intention to pursue a North American free

7. 1&
8. PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH, REPORT TO THE CONGRESS ON THE EXTENSION OF FAST
TRACK PROCEDURES: PURSUANT TO SECTION 1103(B) OF THE OMNIBUS TRADE AND COMPETITIVENESS ACT OF 1988, H.R. DOC. No. 51, 102d Cong., Ist Sess. 17 (1991).
9. ld.
10. The so-called fast track procedures, which have been used for trade negotiations
since 1974, give Congress the assurance of meaningful participation thoughout the negotiation
of an agreement and the Administration the guarantee that legislation implementing a trade
agreement will be voted upon within a certain period of time, without amendments. The fast
track procedures are contained in sections 1102(d) and 1103 of the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988, 19 U.S.C. § 2903 (1988) and sections 151-154 of the Trade Act of
1974, 19 U.S.C. § 2191 (1988).
11. Letter to the Congressional Leaders on Mexico-United States Free Trade Negotiations,
PUB. PAPERS 1292-93 (Sept. 25, 1990) [hereinafter Letter to Leaders].
12. Id.
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trade agreement creating one of the world's largest liberalized mar13
kets."
President Bush's September 25, 1990, notification triggered a
sixty legislative-day clock, during which time the Committees could
review the proposed negotiations with Mexico and, if either Committee so chose, disapprove the application of fast track procedures to
any agreement that might emerge from the negotiations."' On February 6 and 20, 1991, the Senate Finance Committee held public
hearings on the proposed agreement," while the International Trade
Subcommittee of the House Ways and Means Committee did the
same on February 20-21 and 28.16 The sixty-legislative day review
period expired on February 27, 1991, without either the Senate Finance Committee or the House Ways and Means Committee voting to
deny fast track authority for negotiations.
The President's request for fast track authority to negotiate a free
trade agreement with Mexico and Canada had to cross another hurdle:
the expiration of overall fast track negotiating authority. Section
1102(c) of the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988"'
provided for the possibility of fast track consideration of bilateral
agreements regarding tariff and nontariff measures entered into before
June 1, 1991. Section 1103(b) 8 of the Act also set forth that the
President could request an extension of fast track negotiating authority
for an additional two years provided he submitted a report by March
1, 1991 requesting such extension together with: (a) a description of
the trade agreements for which fast track authority would be sought
that had already been negotiated or were anticipated; (b) a description
of the progress that had been made to date in negotiations to achieve
the purposes and objectives of the Act and a statement that such
progress justified the continuation of negotiations; and (c) a statement
of the reasons why the extension was needed to complete the negotiations.' 9
On March 1, 1991, President Bush transmitted to Congress a

13. Joint Statement Announcing Canada-Mexico-United States Trilateral Free Trade Negotiations, PUB. PAPERS 111 (Feb. 5, 1991).
14. Letters to Leaders, supra note 11.
15. U.S.-Mexico Free Trade Agreement: Hearings Before the Senate Finance Comm.,
102d Cong., 1st Sess. 75 (1991).
16. Proposed Negotiation of a Free Trade Agreement with Mexico: Hearings Before the
Subcomm. on Trade of the House Ways and Means Comm., 102d Cong., 1st Sess. 19 (1991).
17. 19 U.S.C. § 2902(a) (1988).
18. 19 U.S.C. § 2903(b) (1988).
19. 11
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formal request for an extension of fast track procedures for the consideration of implementing legislation with respect to trade agreements
entered into after May 31, 1991, and before June 1, 1993.? The
President's statement setting out the reasons for the extension said:
the continued availability of fast track procedures until June 1,
1993, is essential to the negotiation and conclusion of agreements
that fulfill the purposes and objectives of the 1988 Act, including
the results of the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations,
the North American Free-Trade Agreement with Mexico and Canada, and a possible free-trade agreement or agreements with other
Latin American countries under the Enterprise for the Americas
Initiative."
Since neither the House of Representatives nor the Senate adopted an
extension disapproval resolution under Section 1103(b)(5) of the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 before June 1, 1991,
the fast track procedures were extended as requested by the President.?
During the time period when the President's request for fast
track extension laid before the Congress, over a dozen sets of hearings were held by Congressional committees. One of the focal points
of the hearings was the NAFTA, including the overall impact of the
agreement on the U.S. economy and employment, or its impact on
specific sectors of the economy (e.g., industry, agriculture).' These

20. BUSH, supra note 7, at 1.
21. Id. at 11.
22. A fast track disapproval resolution, H.R. Res. 101, 102d Cong., IstSess. (1991),
was introduced by Representative Byron L. Dorgan in the House of Representatives on March
6, 1991. It was voted on by the full House on May 23, 1991, and failed by a recorded vote
of 1992 votes in favor and 231 against. In the Senate, a similar resolution, S. Res. 78, 102d
Cong., 1st Sess. (1991), introduced by Senator Ernest F. Hollings on March 13, 1991, was
voted by the full Senate on May 24, 1991, and failed by a recorded vote of 36 votes in
favor and 59 against.
23. These hearings include: Economic Impact of the Mexico free Trade Agreement: Hearing Before the Task Force on Economic Policy, Projections and Revenues of the House
Comm. on the Budget, 102d Cong., IstSess. 1 (1991); President's United States-Mexico Free
Trade Letter: Hearing Before Senate Comm. on Finance, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. 202 (1991);
Hearings on Fast Track: Intellectual Property: Hearing before the Subcomm. on Patents,
Copyrights and Trademarks of the Senate Judiciary Comm., 102d Cong., 1st Sess. 21 (1991);
Hearing on Implication for Workers of the Fast Track Process and the Mexican Free Trade
Agreement: Joint Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Employment Opportunities of the House
Comm. on Education and Labor, 102d Cong., 1st Seass. 12 (1991); United States-Mexico Free
Trade Agreement: The Small Business Perspective: Hearings Before the House Comm. on
Small Business, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. 21 (1991); Proposed United States Mexico Free-Trade
Agreement and Fast Track Authority: Hearing Before The House Comm. on Agriculture, 102d
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hearings, as well as others held shortly after the fast track extension
was approved,.4 provided an opportunity for a wide range of public
views and concerns to be expressed.
Moreover, in July 1991, the Office of the United States Trade
Representative published a notice in the Federal Register advising the
public of the proposed NAFTA negotiations and designating the articles and services that would be subject to the negotiations." The
notice invited public comment on a number of issues related to the
negotiations, including: (a) economic costs and benefits to U.S. producers and consumers of removal of all tariff barriers to U.S.-MexicoCanada trade and, in the case of articles for which immediate elimination of tariffs is not appropriate, the appropriate staging schedule
for such elimination; (b) economic costs and benefits to U.S. producers and consumers of removal of nontariff barriers; (c)proposed and

Cong., IstSess. 9 (1991); Economic and Environmental Implications of the Proposed U.S.
Trade Agreement with Mexico: Joint Hearing Before the Senate Comm. on Environment and
Public Works and the Subcomm. on Labor and Human Resources, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. 116
(1991); North American Free Trade Agreement: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Commerce,
Consumer Protection, and Competitiveness of the House Comm. on Energy and Commerce,
102d Cong., 1st Sees. 1 (1991); Extension of Fast Track Legislative Procedures: Hearing
Before the Senate Comm. on Finance, 102d Cong., 1st Sees. 81 (1991); Review of Fast Track
Extension Request Submitted by the Administration: Hearing Before the House Agricultural
Comm., 102d Cong., 1st Sees. 17 (1991); President's Request for Extension of Fast Track
Trade Agreement Implementing Authority: Hearings Before the House Comm. on Ways and
Means, 102d Cong., 1st Sees. 16 (1991); The North American Free Trade Agreement: Hearings Before the Subcomms. on Int'l Economic Policy and Trade and on Western Hemisphere
Affairs of the House Comm. on foreign Affairs, 102d Cong., 1st Sees. 1 (1991).
24. North American Free Trade Agreement (Part 2): Continuation of Hearings Before
the Subcomm. on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and Competitiveness of the House Comm.
on Energy and Commerce, 102d Cong., 1st Sees. 88 (1991); Protecting the Environment In
North American Free Trade Agreement Negotiations: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Regulation, Business Opportunities, and Energy of the House Comm on Small Business, 102d
Cong., IstSees. 56 (1991); Worker Adjustment Assistance Programs, Hearing Before the
Subcomm. on Trade of the House Comm. on Ways and Means, 102d Cong., IstSees. 56
(1991).
25. Negotiation of a North American Free Trade Agreement, 56 Fed. Reg. 32454-57
(1991). The notice stated that "[e]very article provided for in the Harmonized Tariff Schedule
of the United States ("HTSUS") . . . will be considered for elimination or reduction ofduties under the authority of Article 1102 of the 1988 Act provided such articles are of
Mexican origin"; duties on articles of Canadian origin had already been eliminated, or were
in the process of being eliminated, pursuant to the U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement. Regarding services, the following service sectors were also listed as being considered in the
negotiations: agricultural services; accounting services; advertising services; architecture, construction and engineering services; entertainment services; health and medical services; insurance services; land transportation services; legal services; oilfield services; telecommunications
and information services; tourism services; and other significnat service sectors, if any, unique
to border trade. Id. at 32455.
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potential service sectors to be included in the agreement, existing
barriers to trade in these service sectors, and economic costs and
benefits of removing such barriers; (d) existing restrictions on direct
investment in the United States, Mexico, and Canada and the costs
and benefits of removing such barriers; and (e) adequacy of existing
customs measures to ensure Mexican and Canadian origin of imported
goods, and the appropriate rule of origin for goods entering under the
NAFrA. =
In addition to requesting written comments, the Federal Register
notice announced that six public hearings would be conducted by the
Trade Policy Staff Committee ("TPSC") in August/September 1991 to
receive oral testimony and/or written comments of interested parties
on the desirability, scope, and economic effects of a NAFTA."7 The
hearings were held in San Diego, California (August 21-22); Houston,
Texas (August 26-27); Atlanta, Georgia (August 29-30); Washington,
D.C. (September 36); Cleveland, Ohio (September 9); and Boston,
Massachusetts (September 11).'
On September 18, 1992, President Bush wrote to Congressional
leaders informing that on that date he had notified the House of
Representatives and the Senate of his intent to enter into a NAFTA
and offering to work closely with the Congress to develop legislation
to approve and implement the agreement. 9 The formal notification,
made pursuant to Section 1103(a)(1) of the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988, was published in the Federal Register."
The fast track procedures required such notification at least 90 calendar days before entering into (signing) a trade agreement.
A. The Case for the NAFTA
The economic rationale for a NAFTA was laid out in a document submitted by the President to the Congressional leadership on
May 1, 1991.3" This rationale was supported by a study on the eco-

26. I1
27. Id.
28. Id; see also 56 Fed. Reg. 40218, 41151-52 (1991).
29. Letter to Congressional Leaders on the North American Free Trade Agreement, 28
WEEKLY COwP. PREs. Doc. 1689-90 (Sept. 18, 1992).
30. Notice of Intention to Enter into a North American Free Trade Agreement with
Canada and Mexico, 57 Fed. Reg. 43603 (1992); 28 WEEKLY COM. PRES. Doc. 1690 (Sept.
18, 1992).
31. This section of the Paper relies heavily on RESPONSE OF THE ADMINISTRATION TO
IssuEs RAISED IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEGOTIATION OF A NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE
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nomic effects of a NAFTA conducted by the U.S. International Trade
Commission issued in February 1991 and several studies conducted
by private sector researchers and think tanks.32
1. Administration's Analysis
The Administration's economic analysis concluded that the
NAFTA would result in greater prosperity for U.S. workers, farmers,
businesses, and consumers.33 The basis for this conclusion was that
trade liberalization in Mexico already had begun to increase U.S.
exports and expand export-related U.S. jobs; the NAFTA would lock
in the process of trade liberalization in Mexico and assure even greater access for U.S. exports in the future.
In the mid-1980s, Mexico embarked on a program of economic
reform that aimed to reduce the government's role in the economy
and allow for freer operation of market forces.' Trade policy reforms under this program transformed Mexico's economy from one of
the world's most closed and protected to a relatively open and free
market. Reductions in tariffs, coupled with sharp reductions in
nontariff barriers restricting imports, led to a strong increase in U.S.
merchandise exports to Mexico, from $12.4 billion in 1986 to $28.4
billion in 1990, or by 130 percent; this growth rate was almost twice
as rapid as the increase in U.S. exports to the world over the same
period.35 A study by the Department of Commerce estimated that the
expansion of U.S. exports to Mexico over the period 1986-90 added
264,000 jobs in the United States and that in 1990, a total of 538,000
U.S. jobs were related to U.S. merchandise exports to Mexico.'
Despite the impressive trade liberalization steps taken by Mexico,
many more could be taken to open its market. A NAFTA would
secure the benefits already gained for U.S. exporters and create new
opportunities for expansion of their exports to the growing Mexican
market. In particular, U.S. exporters would benefit from reductions in
still-high Mexican tariff barriers, on average, still about 2.5 times
those of the United States,37 and elimination of nontariff barriers in

AGREEMENT, (May 1, 1991) at Tab 1. [hereinafter RESPONSE OF THE ADMINISTRATION].

32.

See infra notes 33-54 and accompanying text.

33. See RESPONSE OF THE ADMINISTRATION, supra, note 31, at Tab 1.
34. On the Mexican reforms, see e.g., PETER MORICi, TRADE TALs WITH MEXICO: A
TIME FOR REALISM 25-32 (1991).
35. RESPONSE OF THE ADMNSTRATION, supra, note 31, Tab. 1.

36.
37.

ld.
lit
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agriculture, export performance requirements and minimum local
content requirements affecting U.S. motor vehicle exports, and restrictions on investments in Mexico.
2. U.S. International Trade Commission Analysis
In September 1990, the House Ways and Means Committee and
the Senate Finance Committee requested that the U.S. International
Trade Commission ("USITC") conduct an investigation of the likely
economic impact on the United States of an FTA with Mexico."'
The study, which was completed in February 1991, used several
different methodological approaches. 9 For example, the USITC used
a computable general equilibrium model to estimate economy-wide
output, trade, and employment effects; to estimate industrial sector
effects, partial equilibrium models, interviews with industry, trade, and
government experts; and to perform qualitative analysis of nonprice
factors to estimate sectoral impacts.' The study did not report quantitative estimates because the USITC was requested by the Committees to present analytical results in qualitative terms only.
The USITC study concluded that an FTA with Mexico would
benefit the U.S. economy overall by expanding trade opportunities,
lowering prices, increasing competition, and improving the ability of
U.S. firms to reap economies of scale.4" It found that these gains
were likely to be modest and outweigh potential losses that might
occur as a result of trade liberalization. With regard to employment,
the USITC found that an FTA with Mexico would have little or no
effect on overall employment levels in the United States, but could
cause some shifts in employment among occupations and worker
skill-groups. Finally, the USITC study found that real income and
wages of U.S. workers would rise modestly as a result of such an
agreement.

38. U.S. INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION, THE LIKELY IMPACT ON THE UNITED
STATES OF A FREE TRADE AGREEMENT WITH MEXICO, UsITC Publication 2353 A-2 to A-4
(1991) (appendix A).
39. See i&t
40. rd.
41. 1d&
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3. Other Analyses
Two other studies, one by Clopper Almon of the University of
Maryland42 and a second by KMPG Peat Marwick, completed before or during the fast track debate, also supported the
Administration's analysis regarding the benefits of the NAFTA for the
United States:
a. Clopper Almon Study: Conducted by Professor Clopper Almon
under contract to the Bureau of International Labor Affairs., U.S.
Department of Labor, this study investigated the economic effects of
an FTA between the United States and Mexico using two linked
macroeconomic forecasting models."
The study found that U.S. output (real gross national product,
"GNP"), exports, and employment would rise very modestly as a
result of an FTA with Mexico!' Elimination of Mexican and U.S.
tariff and nontariff barriers would cause an increase in real U.S. GNP
of 0.09% after five years and an increase in aggregate U.S. employment of 0.03%, or 44,500 jobs after five years." After ten years, the
corresponding gains would be 0.17% for GNP and 0.05% for employment or 63,200 jobs.47
b. KMPG Peat Marwick Study: The accounting and economic
consulting firm of KMPG Peat Marwick was commissioned by the
U.S. Council of the Mexico-U.S. Business Committee to conduct a
study of the effects of a U.S.-Mexico FTA."8 The study relied on a
44-sector computable general equilibrium model of the U.S. and Mexican economies to analyze how wages, income, rates of return to
capital, exports, and imports would have behaved in 1988 had an
FTA been in place in that year.49
The study concluded that the impact on the U.S. economy of
removing tariffs and nontariff barriers to trade with Mexico would be
positive, but small." The study predicted that removal of tariff and

42. INTERNDUSTRY ECONOMIC RESEARCH FUND, INC. INDUSTRIAL EFFECTS OF A FREE
TRADE AGREEmN BETWEEN MEXICO AND THE U.S.A. (1990).
43. KMPG PEAT MARWICK, PoLICY ECONOMICS GROUP, THE EFFECTS OF A FREE
TRADE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND MEXICO (1991).

44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

See INTE
USTRY ECONOMIC RESEARCH FUND, supra, note 42.
Id at Summary 3-6.
Id. at Vll-A-30., VII-A-32a.
d
See KMPG PEAT MARWICK, supra, note 43.
Id at 2.
Id at 8.
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nontariff barriers would result in small increases in U.S. real income,
real wages, and the real rate of return on capital.5 ' Under the assumption that real wages in the United States remained fixed, the model
predicted an increase in U.S. employment of 40,800 to 61,000 jobs."
Since the fast track extension debate ended, several major studies
of the economic impact on the United States of the NAFTA have
been conducted by a number of academics, organizations, and research institutions. 3 Nearly all of these studies show that a NAFrA
would result in increased exports, output, and employment in the
United States, and support the economic analysis of the Administration and the studies conducted before or during the fast track debate. 4
B. Labor Concerns
During the domestic debate leading up to the negotiation of
NAFTA, many concerns were raised about labor-related issues. These
concerns were expressed mainly, but not exclusively, by representatives of labor organizations.5 The main concerns were:
*

Mutual elimination of tariffs and nontariff barriers would lead to
surges in disruptive imports from Mexico and to the loss of U.S.
jobs.

*

U.S. workers who become dislocated as a result of the NAFTA
would not have access to adequate assistance to readjust to new
jobs.

*

Labor rights, labor standards (including wages), and environmental standards in Mexico either did not exist or their enforcement
is very lax, thereby keeping production costs in that country artificially low. A free trade agreement between the United States

51. Itt at 8.
52. Id. at Appendix E, at 141-43.
53. See, e.g., Drusilla K. Brown et al., A North American Free Trade Agreement: Analytical Issues and a Computational Assesment, 15 THE WORLD ECONOMY 11 (1992); GARY
C. HUFBAUER & JEFFREY J. SCHOTT, NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE: ISSUES AND RECOM-

MENDATIONS (Institute for International Economics 1992); CLYDE V. PRESTOWrrZ, JR. & ROBERT B. COHEN, THE NEw NORTH AMERICAN ORDER, A WIN-WIN STRATEGY FOR U.S. MEXI-

CAN TRADE (1991).
54. See supra note 53.
55. See infra note 57.
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and Mexico would lead to a flight of U.S. investment to Mexico
to capitalize
on the lower labor and environmental standards
6
5

there.

1. Import Surges
One of the principal concerns expressed during the domestic
debate on the NAFTA was that the agreement would cause imports
from Mexico to rise to untenable levels, harming U.S. workers and
industries. Concerns in this area came mainly from two groups: (1)
labor;-" and (2) representatives of "import sensitive" indusorganized
58
tries.
The reasons these groups feared import surges were threefold.
The first, and overriding, concern was that the elimination of tariffs
under the NAFTA would substantially increase U.S. imports from
Mexico, particularly of some importsensitive sectors.5 9 Among the
U.S. producers who expressed these views were manufacturers of
footwear, ceramic tile, and glassware and growers of fruits and vegetables.'
Second, organized labor groups expressed concern that the
NAFTA would promote the relocation of firms from the United States

56. See infra notes 57-76 and accompanying text.
57. See, e.g., The North American Free Trade Negotiations: Hearings Before the Trade
Policy Staff Comm., Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, (1991) (testimony of Mark Anderson, Assistant Director, Department of Economic Research, AFL-CIO, Washington
D.C.),[hereinafter TPSC Hearings]; TSPC Hearings (testimony by Robert Wood, Director,
Research and Economics Department, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Washington, D.C., Sept. 3, 1991). Wood stated: "The movement of work from the United States to
Mexico, not the lowering of tariff and nontariff barriers, is what we are worried about." l
at 9; TPSC Hearings (testimony of Tony Castillo (AFL-CIO), San Diego, August 22, 1991)
and (testimony of Joseph Flaherty (AFL-CIO), Boston Sept. 11, 1991); TPSC Hearings (testimony of Phil Mamber (United Electrical Workers), Boston, Sept. 11, 1991); TPSC Hearings
(1991) (testimony of Wayne Glenn (United Paperworkers International Union), Atlanta, August
29, 1991).
58. Among the companies and associations that testified during the August-September
1991 public hearings held across the country on the NAFTA were the Footwear Industries of
America, the Luggage and Leather Goods Manufacturers of America, Inc., Indiana Glass
Company, Anchor Hocking Consumer Glass Company, Libby Glass, Inc., the European Ceramic Tile Association Group, the California Farm Bureau Federation, the Western Growers
Association, Sun-Maid Growers, the National Association of Growers and Processors for Fair
Trade, the California Asparagus commission, the Libman Company, the National Farmers
Union, and the Florida Fruit and Vegetable Association. See TPSC Hearings, supra, note 57.
59. See supra, TSPC Hearings, note 57 (testimony of Mark Anderson). The import sensitive areas specifically mentioned by Anderson where the AFL-CIO recommended no reductions in tariffs were tuna and glass products. Id.
60. See supra note 58.
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to Mexico." They contended that movement of plants occurred not
only because labor costs were lower in Mexico, but because lax enforcement of labor and environmental standards made doing business
in Mexico cheaper.'
Finally, it was argued that given Mexico's proximity to the largest consumer market in the world and the preferential access provided
by the NAFTA, foreign companies would manufacture and/or assemble products in Mexico and use the country as an "export platform"
to the U.S. market.63 These goods would flood the U.S. market and
harm U.S. companies producing similar products. Thus, the AFL-CIO
and other groups recommended that a NAFTA have a rule of origin
to ensure that a very high percentage of the direct cost of manufacturing be of North American content in order to qualify for preferential treatment."
Labor groups and import-sensitive industry representatives argued
that these three factors, taken together, put domestic industries and
workers at a disadvantage in competing with imports from Mexico.
2. Worker Adjustment Assistance
Labor organizations also expressed concerns that workers who
would be harmed as a result of the NAFTA would not receive adequate assistance to reintegrate them into the U.S. workforce.' They
based their concern, in part, on attempts to reduce or eliminate funding for Trade Adjustment Assistance ("TAA") by the Reagan and
Bush Administrations,' which provided clear evidence to them that

61. See, e.g., Hearings, supra note 57 (testimony of Robert Wood). Wood stated, "The
movement of work from the United States to Mexico, not the lowering of tariff and nontariff
barriers, is what we are worried about." IL
62. See, e.g., Thomas R. Donahue, The Case Against a North American Free Trade
Agreement, 26 COLUM. J.WORLD BUS. 93 (1991); TPSC Hearings Atlanta, August 29, 1991
(testimony of Richard Kinney of the Citrus Packers) and TPSC Hearings, San Diego, August
21, 1991 (William Zech of the Asparagus Growers).
63. See TPSC Hearings, supra note 57 (testimony of Mark Anderson).
64. Id
65. See supra, TPSC Hearings, note 57, (testimony of Tony Castillo and testimony of
Joseph Flaherty).
66. The approach preferred by the Reagan and Bush Administrations to deal with worker
dislocations, regardless of the source of the dislocation, was a program currently called the
Economic Dislocation and Worker Adjustment Assistance ("EDWAA") program, which provides training and relocation services, but does not generally provide income maintenance to
displaced workers. See, e.g., Hearings to Examine the Implementation of the Trade Adjustment
Assistance Program of the Trade Act of 1974, and the Economic Dislocation and Worker
Adjustment Program of the Job Training PartnershipAct of 1988 Before the Senate Comm.
on Finance, 102d Cong. IstSess. (1991) (statement of Robert T. Jones, Assistant Secretary
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there was no commitment on the part of the Bush Administration to
help workers through the transition. As a representative of the AFLCIO testified before Congress,
TAA is the government's long standing commitment to help workers
to help workers who are injured by the trade policies which government makes and carries out. Cutbacks since 1981 have gutted the
TAA program during a decade of unprecedented need, often turning
the government's commitment to workers into an empty promThe current Administration and its predecessor have reise ....
peatedly proposed terminating the TAA program, most recently in
the context of the budget submitted for fiscal 1992. While the Administration has not succeeded in totally killing TAA, the program
has been scaled back drastically since 1980 and has remained scaled
back throughout a decade of massively higher trade deficits and
worker dislocation.'
In their view, "it is incumbent upon the Administration to establish a
decent trade adjustment assistance program including income maintenance and worker retraining programs to provide real help to those
workers who are displaced both directly and indirectly by trade."'
Although the labor organizations insisted that the NAFTA must
be accompanied by a comprehensive worker adjustment program, few
specific proposals were given. Most favored a program similar to
TAA that provided income maintenance along with training and job
search services.' One specific suggestion put forth suggested a modified TAA program, which combined rapid response with more emphasis on meeting the needs of specific communities."
Finally, many labor groups stated that a NAFTA adjustment
program had to address not only workers who were displaced because
of increased imports resulting from the operation of the agreement,
but also workers who might lose their jobs because of their company
relocating to Mexico.7

of Labor For Employment and Training).
67. Hearings on the Operation of the Effectiveness of the Trade Adjustment Asslstnace
Program Before the Subcomm. on Trade of the House Comm. on ways and Means, 102d
Cong., 1st Sess. (1991) (statement of Sheldon Friedman).
68. See Hearings, supra note 57 (testimony of Mark Anderson).
69. See, e.g., Hearings, supra note 57 (testimony of Tony Castillo and Joseph Flaherty).
"
70. The Mexican American Legal Defense Fund ("MALDEF ) suggested such an approach using the example of a San Antonio plant which was closed. The group also suggested other improvements in TAA to make it serve displaced workers more effectively.
71. See supra note 67.
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3. Labor Rights and Labor Standards in Mexico
A major concern expressed during the fast track debate was that
U.S. companies would move to Mexico to take advantage of lower
production costs resulting from lax government regulation and enforcement of labor rights and labor standards.' Although wages were the
most often-cited indicator of the disparities between U.S. and Mexican
workers, critics pointed to a number of areas in which Mexico's labor
system had shortcomings: health and safety, child labor, and overall
worker rights, which made it easier for companies to exploit workers.
The problem, they argued, was not that Mexico lacked progressive
labor laws, but rather that in practice, labor rights in Mexico were
severely restricted and labor laws not adequately enforced. 3
Critics further argued that the NAFTA would exacerbate, rather
than improve, negligent labor (and environmental) practices in Mexico.74 The only way to raise, standards in Mexico and improve practices in that country was to force Mexican companies to comply with
U.S. standards as a quid pro quo for the access to the U.S. market
granted by the NAFTA.' Proponents of this view called for specific
provisions within the NAFTA that would address labor and environmental standards, such as by permitting the imposition of compensatory tariffs to address violations of labor standards."6
Some labor groups argued that since higher labor and environmental standards act as a barrier to trade, the United States would
have two choices: either lower standards at home or convince the
Mexican government to improve labor standards there. Their preference was obviously for the latter.

72. See North American Free Trade Agreement: Hearing Before the House Subcomms.
on International Economic Policy and Trade and on Western Hemisphere Affairs, House
Comm. on Foreign Affairs, 102d Cong., Ist Sess. 9 (1991) (statement of Pharis Harvey, Executive Director, Int'l Labor Rights Education and Research Fund).
73. See supra, TPSC Hearings, note 57 (statement of Mark Anderson).
74. See TPSC Hearings, supra note 57.
75. See TPSC Hearings, supra note 57.
76. See supra TPSC Hearings, note 57 (statement of Mark Anderson).
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I. THE U.S.

ADMINISTRATION'S APPROACH TO LABOR

ISSUES RELATED TO THE NAFTA!7

The
business
seriously
approach
follows:

Administration
representatives,
in its internal
to labor issues

took the concerns expressed by labor and
academics, and research institutions very
deliberations to develop a comprehensive
in the NAFTA. The approach taken was as

*

Within the agreement, negotiate provisions that would minimize
the risk of injurious surges in imports and sudden shifts in trade
patterns. These provisions would facilitate adjustment and prevent
sudden dislocations of U.S. workers. This was to be accomplished through gradual phase-outs of tariffs and nontariff measures,
effective safeguards, and a tough rule of origin that would ensure
that the benefits of the agreement would accrue solely to citizens
of the three agreement partners.

*

Ensure that workers who might be adversely affected by the
agreement would have access to adjustment assistance so that
they could be retrained and placed in productive jobs.
Encourage closer cooperation between the two nations on labor
issues, and establish a dialogue and a cooperative program, on a
parallel track to the NAFTA negotiations, that would lead to a
better understanding of the process and functioning of labor law
and institutions and address labor and environmental concerns of
both nations."
A. Adjustment Provisions within the NAFTA

The Administration sought provisions within the NAFTA that
would avert injurious worker dislocations that might arise as a result
of trade liberalization. These provisions, which were aimed at promoting orderly adjustment to changed trade and investment flows and
rules of the road, consisted of transition rules for the elimination of

77. This portion of the paper closely reflects those opinions expressed by, GEORGE
BUSH, NEGOTIATIONS OF A NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREEMENT:
RESPONSE TO ISSUES RAISED TO CONGRESS 3 (1991) at Tab. 2.
78. See RESPONSE OF THE ADMINISTRATION, supra, note 31, at tab. 1.
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tariff and nontariff measures, effective safeguards, and strong rules of
origin.
1. Transition Rules
To allow concerned industries and farmers sufficient time to
adjust to potential increased competition from Mexico, the Administration sought a transition period over which high duties and other
barriers on import-sensitive products would be phased out in small
increments.79 As in the case of the U.S.-Canada FTA, the longest
transition would be provided for those products most sensitive to
competition from Mexico. In exceptional cases, transition periods beyond those provided in the U.S.-Canada FTA (10 years) would be
contemplated.' Advice from the United States International Trade
Commission, the Congress, and the private sector would be sought on
determining the timetable for phasing out specific tariff and nontariff
measures.
2. Safeguard Mechanism
To allow the United States to respond effectively and quickly to
any injurious increases in industrial or agricultural imports from Mexico or Canada that might result from a NAFTA, the Administration
sought the ability, during a transition period, to act quickly against
imports from Mexico or Canada if injury to some sector was caused
by a concession granted in the FTA.8' Such a safeguard mechanism
would allow the United States to suspend temporarily preferential
tariff reductions agreed under the NAFTA or reimpose most-favorednation duties.
In addition, the Administration sought to include imports from
Mexico or Canada in a relief action if imports from those countries
were partly responsible for injury arising from a general import increase. Finally, because producers of perishable agricultural commodities might face particular problems that would require timely action,
the Administration wanted to have the ability to apply special additional mechanisms, such as the kind of temporary "snap-back" provision82 that is provided in the U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement for

79. Id. at 2-2.
80. Id.
81. Id at 2-3.
82. The so called "snap-back" provision is Article 702 of the U.S.-Canada FrA, "Special
Provisions for Fresh Fruits and Vegetables." The U.S. intention to seek a similar provision in
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perishable products during the first twenty years of that agreement.
3. Rules of Origin
The Administration sought strict rules of origin in the NAFTA.
In the Administration's view, the benefits of an FTA should flow to
products of countries in the FTA, not to those of other countries
which were only slightly processed, in North America. Special concern was expressed that rules of origin had to be crafted to ensure
that Mexico would not become a platform for third-country exports.
For the most part, the Administration sought to build on the
strong rules of origin in the U.S.-Canada FTA, while recognizing that
some changes might be necessary to meet trade conditions in Mexico.
One specific way in which the Administration sought to improve the
rules of origin in the U.S.-Canada FTA was to increase the required
North American content under the rule of origin for assembled automotive products.
Similarly, the Administration also sought to eliminate duty
"drawback" schemes, whereby manufacturers received rebates or waivers of duties paid on imports used in the production of products that
were exported. Because this practice in effect turned maquiladoras
into export platforms and allowed non-North American products to
pass through to the American market, the Administration sought its
termination.
B. Domestic Worker Adjustment
The Administration recognized that there was a need to not only
include provisions that facilitated trade liberalization in the NAFTA
itself, but also to assist dislocated workers who might be dislocated as
a result of shifting patterns of trade. While the administration recognized that best adjustment program would be a healthy and expanding
U.S. economy, it concluded that effective retraining and adjustment
programs could facilitate smooth adaptation to ongoing shifts in technology and industrial competitiveness.
The Administration thus expressed a firm commitment to a worker adjustment program that was adequately funded and ensured that
workers who might lose their jobs as a result of an FTA with Mexico
would receive prompt, comprehensive, and effective worker adjustment services.

the NAFTA is documented is indicated in RESPONE OF THE ADMINISTRATION, supra, note 31.
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C. Worker Rights and Labor Standards
A review of Mexican worker rights and labor standards revealed
that, contrary to the arguments expressed by some during the NAFTA
debate, Mexico had strong labor protections in its Constitution and
laws." The Mexican government also had a strong political commitment to promoting the rights and interests of workers, including increasing standards of living and a safe and healthy workplace. There
were, however, enforcement problems, resulting largely from inadequate resources rather than inadequate laws. By promoting economic
growth in Mexico, an FTA would generate greater prosperity and
resources that Mexico could devote to improving the situation of
workers. Further, closer U.S.-Mexico economic cooperation would
create opportunities for cooperation on labor matters as well.
1. Worker Rights in Mexico
The fundamental rights of Mexican workers were already well
protected in law. These rights and protections included:
*

Constitutional and statutory guarantees of the freedom of association and the right to organize, to bargain collectively, and to
strike."

*

Ratification of 73 International Labor organization (ILO) Conventions regarding worker rights and labor standards, which in Mexico gives these Conventions the force of law.'

"

Prohibition of forced or compulsory labor."

*

A minimum age of 14 for employment plus special legal
protections and shorter working hours for those between the ages
of 14 and 16.'

83. Constitucion Polifica de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos, Art. 123 [hereinafter MEX.
CONST.]; Federal Labor Law of 1970 (Ley Federal del Trabajo del 1970), reprinted in MEICAN LABOR LAW AS OF JANUARY 1, 1978, SPANISH - ENGUSH EDITION (1978) (granting
Mexican workers the right to organize).
84. MEX. CONST. art 123. pts. XVI, XVII, XVIII.
85. In Mexico, ratified ILO conventions have the force of law. See Nestor de Buen
Lozano & Carlos de Buen Unna, A PRIMER ON MEXICAN LABOR LAw 4 (1991).
86. Id
87. MEX. CONST. art. 123. pts. XVI, XVII, XVIII.
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Constitutionally-established principles regarding conditions of employment, including a minimum wage, an eight-hour work day, a
seven-hour shift for night work, and a maximum work week of
six days. The same rights apply throughout Mexico, including
assembly industries called maquiladoras.'
Approximately 30% of the Mexican workforce is unionized, as is
more than 90% of industrial production workers in firms with more
than 25 employees.' For the United States, union members accounted for 16.1% of wage and salary workers in 1991, the same proportion as in 1990.
Mexican legislation on safety and health includes substantial
protection for workers.' In 1978, the Government instituted a major
revision of the Federal Labor Law by incorporating ILO obligations
on occupational safety and health." Revisions provided that the workplace safety would be the direct responsibility of the employer, who
must report accidents, create health and safety committees to review
working conditions, and train workers to prevent job-related injuries.
Health and safety regulations are implemented through a federal/state/local system of tripartite commissions which supplement legal
provisions, and plant-level committees with equal representation of
employers and workers which are responsible for overseeing health
and safety on the factory floor.'
2. U.S.-Mexico Cooperation on Labor Matters
In the view of the Administration, there were a number of labor
areas where Mexico and the United States could benefit from cooperation. Moreover, it saw NAFTA as a tool for accelerating benefits to
workers that would otherwise take much longer to realize as NAFTA
raised living standards in Mexico. The Administration stated that its
plan was to pursue bilateral cooperation on labor issues with Mexico

88. See MEX. CONST. art 123 pts. XVI, XVH, XVIII.
89. FoREIGN LABOR TRENDs MEXICO, ANN. REP. 91-92, BuREAU OF INT'L LABOR AFFAIRS, 2 (1992).
90. For example, the 1970 Federal Labor Law reaffirmed the employer's responsibility to
provide workers with a safe and hygenic work environment and expended the scope of protection for workers in general, and for pregnanat women and minro in particular. See OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION ET AL., A COMPARISON OF OCCUPATIONAL
AND SAFETY AND HEALTH PROGRAMS IN THE UNITED STATES AND MEXICO: AN OVERVIEW

1-2 (1992).
91.
92.

Id at 1-2 to 1-4.
MEX. CONST. art. 123(A).
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through the framework of the existing U.S.-Mexico Binational Commission ("BNC").
As a first step in this cooperation, the U.S. Department of Labor
("USDOL") and the Mexican Secretariat of Labor and Social Welfare
(Secretaria del Trabajo y Prevision Social, "STPS") would sign, on
behalf of their governments, a Memorandum of Understanding
("MOU") providing a framework for mutual cooperation between the
Department and the Secretariat in the areas of health and safety measures; general work conditions, including labor standards and their
enforcement; procedures for resolution of labor conflicts; labor statistics; and other areas of concern to the United States and Mexico.
In addition, U.S. and Mexican delegations would develop and
implement specific projects in the areas of occupational health and
safety, child labor, and labor statistics.
D. Parallel or Intersecting Tracks?
Some in the United States have criticized the Administration's
approach of treating labor issues on a parallel track to the NAFTA.93
They believe that labor issues should be part of the NAFTA itself,
that is, that the labor discussions and the NAFTA should intersect.
Moreover, some of these critics have argued that the NAFTA should
have a social dimension, as is being contemplated in the European
Economic Community, or that the NAFTA should be considered
jointly with a "Social Charter."'
The intersection that opponents of the NAFTA have in mind is
the ability to impose sanctions (presumably in the form of border
measures) to stop imports from Mexico that are alleged to be made
in violation of one or more labor standards." One problem with this

93. See TPSC Hearings supra, note 57 (statement of Mark Anderson).
94. See North American Free Trade Agreement: Hearings Before the House Subcomms.
on International Economic Policy and Trade and on Western Hemisphere Affairs and the
House Comm. on Foreign Affairs, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. 144-45 (1991).
95. See TPSC Hearings, supra note 57 (statement of Mark Anderson). Mark Anderson
stated that "[t]he AFL-CIO believes that provisions must be included in any trade agreement
whereby infractions of labor rights or, workplace standards in production for export can be
addressed by trade actions by any of the three parties." Arguably, U.S. trade law already
permits action to be taken to address violations of worker rights. The Omnibus Trade and
Competitiveness Act of 1938 included a provision (section 1301) which defined as "unreasonable" any foreign act, policy, or practice, or any combination of acts, policies, or practices,
that constitutes a persistent pattern of conduct that
"(I) denies workers the right of associations, (1)denies workers the right to organize
and bargain collectively, (I) permits any form of forced or compulsory labor, (IV)
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concept is that it runs counter to the spirit of a free trade agreement.
Adoption of such a provision in the NAFTA-A basis for trade action that is not accepted by the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade-would mean that the NAFTA would be potentially more restrictive than the international trade regime.
A second problem is that the NAFTA is a free trade agreement,
not a treaty of association such as the one that binds members of the
European Community. A trade agreement cannot be expected to cover
all issues or to resolve all bilateral problems. Incorporating too many
issues on the trade agreement could have overloaded the NAFTA and
derailed the negotiations. This is why the Administration chose to
deal with important issues such as labor and the environment on a
parallel track, avoiding intersections.
Another major objection is that the Administration should seek to
develop a North American community that covers social as well as
economic issues, following the model of the European Community's
1992 Single Market Plan.' That is, the Administration should also
negotiate a social charter or a social dimension for North America,
particularly since disparities in wages and standard of living between
the United States and Mexico are greater than those between the
longer-standing European Community member states and the lower-income countries (Spain and Portugal) that have recently acceded to the
Community.
The creation of the NAFTA is a giant, bold step, in and of
itself. It is a significant milestone in raising U.S. competitiveness and
productivity, and creating jobs. For these reasons, the Administration
wanted to conclude an agreement that would expedite those benefits
fails to provide a minimum age for the employment of children, or (V) fails to provide standards for minimum wages, hours of work, and occupational safety and health
of workers.Such unreasonable practices, if they burden or restrict U.S. commerce, would be actionable
under Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 in the form of retaliatory action. To date this

provision has not been used. Similarly, the Generalized System of Preferences ("GSP') Renewal Act of 1984, which reauthorized the U.S. GSP program for eight and one-half years,

conditioned eligibility in the program on whether a country is taking steps to afford intemationally recognized worker rights to its workers. A petition to remove Mexico from the OSP
program on worker rights grounds was filed on May 15, 1991, but not accepted by the Administration because the information provided by the petitioners was not sufficient to warrant
a review, and it was not clear that the petition fell within the GSP statutory guidelines. With
the implementation of the NAFTA, this provision would be moot for Mexico, as the elimination of U.S. tariffs pursuant to the agreement would do away with the tariff benefits provided
by GSP. Ia
96.

See Donahue, supra note 62.
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to the United States now, and did not want to delay them while the
two countries engaged in cumbersome and complex negotiations regarding other areas of cooperation. It should be recalled that the EC
is taking form after nearly 40 years of discussions, agreements, and
negotiations, and billions of dollars of transfers to lower-income
member states. 7 The problems faced by the December 1991 Treaty
on European Unity" (also known as the Maastricht Treaty) which
advances the EC's goal to create more binding economic, political,
and institutional ties among the member states, suggest that even after
all this time, the road to European integration is neither fast nor
smooth.'
Moreover, the EC is not a free trade area. Common policies are
in effect in many fields, including agriculture, trade, energy, competition, and transportation. By January 1, 1993, the EC was scheduled to
have a single, integrated market with no "barriers to the movement of
goods, services, capital, and labor" between member states."r In the
late 1990s, Europe is expected to have a common currency.'"' American goals in the NAFTA are much more modest-while the U.S.
wanted free movement of goods, services, and investment,'re it did
not seek the free movement of people or the subordination of U.S.
laws to a supranational body.
The issue of foreign aid reveals the differing objectives of the
EC and the NAFTA. In the EC, Spain and Portugal received generous
financial assistance from several EC structural funds for regional
development as quid pro quo for accepting extensive EC rules and
regulations; the NAFTA, by contrast, was viewed by its member
states primarily as a trade agreement. Moreover, given the budget
situation in the United States, it was unrealistic to expect a willingness or ability to provide transfers to Mexico on a par with those
provided by the EC member-states to Spain and Portugal.

97. On the historical process of formation of the E.C., see BUREAU OF PUBUC AFFAIRS
U.S. DEP'T OF STATE, T{E EUROPEAN COMMUNITY'S PROGRAM FOR A SINGLE MARKET
ECONOMY IN 1992 (1988) (Western Europe Region Brief). On transfers to lower income
member states with respect to the structural funds, see COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, ANNUAL REPORT ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE REFORM OF THE STRUCTURAL
FUNDS (1992).
98. Treaty on European Union, Feb. 7, 1992, 31 I.L.M. 247 (1992). (1991).
99. See Bill Jawetski & Patrick Oster, Now is the Summit of the EC's Discontent, BUS.
WEEK (Dec. 14, 1992) at 57.
100. U.S. DEP'T OF STATE, BUREAU OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY'S
PROGRAM FOR A SINGLE MARKET IN 1992 (1988) (Western Europe Regional Brief).
101. See Treaty on European Unity, supra note 98.
102. See RESPONSE OF THE ADMINISTRATION, supra, note 31.
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THE PARALLEL LABOR DIscussIoNs 1 °3

The NAFTA created an historic opportunity for the governments
of the United States and Mexico to build on their shared commitment
to promote and improve the interests of working men and women in
their countries. The U.S. and Mexican governments both believed that
their respective interests could be achieved best through the development and enforcement of fair labor standards, the promotion of
workplace safety and health, and the assurance of basic worker rights.
As noted in Part II, during the course of discussions leading up
to the NAFTA, concerns were expressed that the disparities between
American and Mexican labor standards would lead to a loss of jobs
in the United States. In his May 1, 1991, response to the Congressional leadership, President Bush committed his Administration to
pursuing a bilateral cooperation program on labor issues with Mexico
on a parallel track with the NAFTA negotiations."°
A. MOU Cooperation Plans
An MOU on labor matters between USDOL and STPS, calling
for cooperative activities in various areas such as health and safety
measures, general working conditions, including labor standards and
their enforcement, and resolution of labor conflicts, was signed on
May 3, 1991, by Secretaries Lynn Martin and Arsenio Farell
Cubillas.H An "Action Plan for Cooperation," developed by DOL
and STPS, spelled out in more detail the specific activities to be
jointly undertaken during 1991-92.'" Subsequently, USDOL and
STPS agreed to additional cooperative activities to deepen cooperation
in these areas and perhaps extend cooperation to other areas."°

opinions expressed in RESPONSE

OF THE

104.
105.
106.

This section closely reflects those
supra, note 31.
Id at 9.
Id at appendix, Tab. 3.
Id at 13, Tab. 3.

107.

REPORT OF THE ADMINISTRATION ON THE NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREE-

103.

ADMINISTRATION,

MENT AND AcTIoNs TAKEN IN FULFILLMENT OF THE MAY 1, 1991 COMMITMENTS 96 (1992)
[hereinafter ADINISTRATION REPORT].
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1. Occupational Safety and Health
Mexican legislation on occupational safety and health is relatively advanced and provides substantial protection for workers.'" As in
the United States, however, standards in Mexico tend to be better enforced in larger firms, with a higher incidence of industrial accidents
in small- and medium-sized firms and at construction sites." As part of its procedures for enforcing health and safety standards, Mexico has institutionalized tripartite (labor, management, and
government) commissions, although reportedly these commissions tend
to be present mostly in larger and unionized enterprises.'
Under the MOU, the United States and Mexico agreed to pursue
the following initiatives:
*

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) of
the USDOL and STPS would jointly carry out a comparative
technical analysis and review of occupational safety and health
authorities, regulations, enforcement procedures, accident and illness reporting requirements, and methods of identifying those
industries with high hazards in both countries.

*

OSHA and STPS would jointly organize a technical seminar to
present and discuss the findings of the comparative technical
analysis and review, with the emphasis on disseminating information about preventive measures in both countries.

*

Upon request by STPS, OSHA would lend technical assistance to
STPS in the design and establishment of an industrial hygiene
laboratory to analyze samples needed by STPS to evaluate spe-

108. See RESPONSE OF THE ADMINISTRATION supra note 31, at 13, Tab. 3. The basic
source of the legal authority in the area of occupational safety and health in Mexico is the
Constitution of 1917; Article 123 of contains a majority of occupational safety and health
provisions, while article 73 grants the exclusive power to issue labor laws to Mexico's legislative body, the Union Congress, and Article 72 establishes the procedures for rule making.
Pursuant to the Federal Labor Laws of 1931 and 1970, and revisions adopted in 1978, Mexico has issued regulationsa in the area of occupational safety and health, the General Regulations on Workplace Safety and Hygiene. U.S. DEP'T OF LABOR, OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY &
HEALTH ADM. & MEXICAN SECRETARIAT OF LABOR AND SOCIAL WELFARE, A COMPARISON
OF OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH PROGRAMS IN THE UNITED STATES AND MEXICO:
AN OVERVIEW I-1 (1992).
109. See U.S. DEP'T OF LABOR, OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY & HEALTH ADM. supra note 108

at IV-5.
110. Id. at IV-5.
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cific workplace conditions and to determine the exposure to risk
existing therein.
*

OSHA and STPS would jointly develop a methodology for analysis of specialized industrial hygiene workplace samples when
needed and requested by STPS.

*

OSHA and STPS would jointly organize technical seminars to
exchange experiences and information about systems to prevent
workplace accidents in specific high hazard industries and about
cases where the incidence of occupational illness and injuries has
been successfully abated.

*

OSHA and STPS would exchange information regarding training
systems, protocols and occupational safety and health educational
strategies directed at preventing workplace accidents, injuries, and
illnesses in hazardous operations such as the operation of machinery and equipment; application of systems to prevent fires,
explosions, and emergencies; and the exposure of workers to
hazardous chemicals and toxic materials. OSHA and STPS would
also exchange specific technical, informational, educational, instructional, and bibliographic materials."'
2. Child Labor

Improving compliance with child labor laws is a priority of the
Governments of Mexico and the United States. The two countries
would seek to cooperate in addressing this problem area through the
following initiatives:
*

The Employment Standards Administration ("ESA") of the
USDOL and STPS, in cooperation with the U.S. Department of
Education and the Mexican Ministry of Education, would establish a working group that would identify, in both countries,
factors that influence early dropping-out of children from schools
and measures to prevent this.

*

ESA and STPS would undertake a study of the scope and problem of child labor in the United States and Mexico.

111.

RESPONSE OF THE ADMINIsTRATION, supra, note 31, at 17-18.
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ESA and STPS would arrange a meeting of U.S. and Mexican
officials with responsibilities in the area of child labor, to share
techniques of achieving enforcement and employer compliance
with child labor standards."'
3. Labor Statistics
The Bureau of Labor Statistics ("BLS") of the USDOL would
organize jointly with STPS and the National Institute for Statistics,
Geography, and Informatics (Instituto Nacional de Estadistica,
Geografia e Informatica, "INEGI") a high-level meeting to improve
cooperation between the two countries in the area of labor statistics,
particularly in their design, collection, preparation, and dissemination.
In addition:
BLS and STPS/INEGI would jointly develop a program for the
exchange of publications on labor statistics and statistical methods and exchange of bibliographic materials on employment,
wages, collective bargaining, workplace accidents and illnesses,
and periodical publications of interest to both countries.
BLS and STPS/INEGI would promote the, access of technicians
of both countries to the international courses that each offers on
labor statistics.
*

BLS and STPS/INEGI would organize courses on methods of
analysis of labor markets as well as on development of productivity indicators at the major sector and industry- or firm-specific
levels, for the technical personnel of those institutions.
As appropriate, BLS and STPS/INEGI would develop other seminars for Mexican and U.S. staff on topics to improve statistics
developed by these organizations.
In their meetings, BLS and STPS/INEGI staff would recommend
specific projects to facilitate cooperation among them. These
projects may be in such areas as labor force, employment and
unemployment statistics, collection of statistics from small eco-

112.

l at 18-19.
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nomic units, and productivity statistics. In particular, the BLS
and STPS would cooperate in the exchange of information on
improvement of statistical systems on workplace safety, accidents, and illnesses."3
At a September 9, 1991, meeting of the U.S.-Mexico Binational Commission, USDOL and STPS representatives agreed to further expand
their cooperative activities into the areas of basic worker rights: (1)
the right to organize and bargain collectively and freedom of association and, (2) the informal sector."" And on March 30, 1992, in
meetings with Mexican President Salinas, Secretary of Trade and
Industrial Development and Chief NAFTA Negotiator Serra Puche,
and Secretary of Labor and Social Welfare Farell, U.S. Secretary of
Labor Lynn Martin proposed moving forward in a number of areas
related to occupational safety and health and to establish a consultative mechanism on labor matters between the two nations." s
B. MOU Implementation
During the first 18 months of operation of the MOU, DOL and
STPS implemented a vigorous work plan of cooperation." 6 The principal activities during this first phase of cooperation were the development of comparative studies in the areas of worker safety and
health, child labor, labor law and worker rights, and the informal
sector, as necessary prerequisites to the identification of priorities for
attention and improvement. While these comparative studies were
being developed, however, the U.S. and Mexico had also moved forward on a number of other concrete activities in areas of obvious
immediate concern, foremost in the area of safety and health."7
1. Occupational Safety and Health
Concurrently with the development of a comparative study of
safety and health systems, and as a foundation for future improve-

113.

Id at 19.

114.

ADMINISTRATION REPORT, supra, note 107, at 93-98.

115. Id at 98.
116. See supra note 57.
117. Mexico also moved forward with several unilateral initiatives to improve labor conditions. Mexican efforts included steps to identify and abate hazards in small businesses;
training to improve safety and health conditions in high hazard industries, especially in
maquiladoras; increasing penalities against firms with lax standards; and better enforcement
training. For a complete listing see ADMINISTRATION REPORT, supra, note 107, at Tab. 5.
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ments in safety and health standards and enforcement,"' OSHA and
its Mexican counterpart concluded a number of concrete activities in
areas of obvious priority. U.S. technical assistance and training were
also important components of several of Mexico's unilateral initiatives. OSHA and STPS held a government-to-government technical
seminar to examine further the findings of their comparative report
with a view to identifying additional activities to promote occupational safety and health in each country.
a. High Hazard Industries
The United States, Mexico, and Canada agreed to include representatives from government, labor, management, and academia in a
series of seminars focusing on identifying "what works" to prevent
accidents in high-hazard industries." 9
The first conference, on the iron and steel industry, was sponsored by Mexico and held in Mexico City in February, 1992. ' " The
conference, attended by over 130 experts from the United States and
Mexico and observers from Canada,' focused on safety and health
issues in the iron and steel industries and featured joint technical
sessions on hazard communication, training and education, and the
identification, evaluation, and control of safety and health hazards.' "
Proceedings of the conference have been published and distributed as
an initial follow-up action to stimulate further dialogue and informa-

118. U.S. DEP'T. OF LABOR, OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION, AND
MEXICAN SECRETARIAT OF LABOR AND SOCIAL WELFARE, A COMPARISON OF OCCUPATIONAL
SAFETY AND HEALTH PROGRAMS IN THE UNITED STATES AND MEXICO: AN OVERVIEW
(1992).
119. On May 4, 1992, Labour Canada and STPS signed a Memorandum of Understanding
on cooperative labor activities. The Labour Canada-STPS MOU parallels the one between
USDOL and STPS; it provides a framework for cooperative activities between the two ministries "in order to promote greater cooperation and understanding on labour matters through
practical activities such as exchanges of technical expertise and information, joint studies,
conferences, seminars, etc.- The MOU will be in force for three years. See Labour Canada
and the Secretariat of Labor and Social Welfare of the United Mexican States Sign a Memorandun of Understanding on Cooperative Labour Activities, LABOUR CANADA PRESS COMMUNIQUE (May 4, 1992). Canada also participates in selected activities of the USDOL-STPS

MOU in the occupational safety and health area, such as the high hazard industry conferences. let
120. See ADMINISTRATION REPORT, supra, note 107, at 94.
121. U.S. DEP'T. OF LABOR, OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION, AND
MEXICAN SECRETARIAT OF LABOR AND SOCIAL WELFARE, JOINT TECHNICAL SEMINAR ON
THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY: PREVENTIVE SYSTEMS FOR WORKPLACE SAFETY AND HY-

GIENE 155-59 (1992).
122. L
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tion exchange."2 Mexico subsequently sponsored similar conferences
on the bottling, rubber, and footwear industries."t Future trilateral,
tripartite conferences will address occupational safety and health in
the construction, petrochemicals, and electronics industries.
b. Occupational Hygiene
To help Mexico develop an improved health enforcement program for its workforce, OSHA sponsored technical assistance and
training programs for Mexican officials in U.S. laboratories and, under a memorandum signed with STPS, has allowed Mexico to use.
OSHA laboratories for specialized sample testing until such time as
Mexico has its own laboratory in place. "
OSHA has shared with Mexico its sampling and analytical procedures for determining compliance with permissible exposure limits for
airborne contaminants, and has provided Mexico with advice on the
appropriate equipment and procedures for establishing its own laboratory.'" OSHA will also provide on-the-job training for Mexican
technical personnel.
In addition, the U.S. has agreed to include Mexico in U.S. systems designed to assure the professional competence of laboratories
and the integrity of lab work products. 27
OSHA conducted the first of several training courses for Mexican trainers on industrial hygiene sampling methods, attended by 44
Mexican government and industry experts." Future courses will inlude principles of ergonomics; industrial toxicology; process risk
analysis in the chemical industry; and respiratory protection.'29
Mexican officials have accompanied OSHA inspectors to observe
pre-inspection planning and equipment calibration; on-site sampling;
and inspection procedures.
c. Hazard Communications
To help Mexico meet its objective of reducing the incidence of
chemical source illnesses and injuries, OSHA has provided Mexico
with relevant information and technical assistance. The United States
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.

Id
See ADMINISTRATION REPORT, supra, note 107 at 94.
Id at 93.
Id.
Id
Id
Id
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has delivered Spanish versions of more than 260 U.S. Material Safety
Data Sheets on the potential hazards and uses of specific chemicals,
as well as Spanish-language publications regarding workplace hazards
in the agriculture industry."'
d. Training
As part of the program initiated by OSHA to help train Mexican
officials in occupational safety and health inspection and enforcement,
Mexican officials have visited the OSHA Training Institute in Illinois,
of worksite conditions used for
to examine courses and simulations
3
inspector training programs.1 '
Future classroom training in the United States for Mexican enforcement officials will be supplemented by technical guides developed jointly by the U.S. and Mexico. 3 1 The United States and Mexico are also cooperating on the development of guides for workplace
inspection, by industry, to assist inspectors in identifying and controlling workplace hazards.
e. Information Exchange
OSHA and STPS have exchanged extensive amounts of technical
and scientific, educational, instructional, and bibliographic materials
regarding occupational safety and health. OSHA has provided Mexico
with comprehensive copies of all OSHA proposed and final rules for
the past two years. 33 OSHA has provided CD-ROM versions of the
entire OSHA Computerized Information system, including OSHA
standards, procedures, and interpretations; several chemical data bases;
and other technical data." OSHA will send quarterly updates of this
system, as well, to Mexico.
f. Labor-Environmental Working Group
A working group of OSHA and U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency ("EPA") officials has been established to work with their
counterparts in Mexico to examine and discuss linkages between
safety and health and environmental standards affecting workers in the

130. 14 at 95.
131. IM at 94.
132. Id
133. Id
134. Id
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United States and Mexico.135
2. Child Labor
The United States and Mexico have nearly completed a joint
comparative report on child labor law and practice."3 The report
will include information concerning characteristics of child labor laws,
regulations, compliance policies, practices, procedures, enforcement
strategies, and compliance assistance. In addition, the United States
and Mexico cosponsored a series of seminars and reports on the socalled informal sectors of the Mexican and U.S. economies (see below).13 These reports will serve as a necessary foundation for concrete strategies and activities to reduce the incidence of unlawful and
abusive employment of children.
a. Information Sharing
The U.S. and Mexican Governments both share a strong commitment to protecting the physical, emotional, and intellectual development of children. To achieve these objectives, U.S. and Mexican
officials have developed a set of common goals with regard to child
labor, which include exchanging information on strategies for compliance, as well as enforcement policies and procedures; targeting rural
areas and the agricultural sector; supporting "stay-in-school" initiatives; and pursing outreach activities to educate employers, parents,
and youth about child labor laws.
b. Labor-Education Cooperation
A working group has been established between the USDOL and
the U.S. Department of Education to work with Mexican officials on
identifying "what works" to abate school drop-outs.'38
Mexico is in the process of implementing educational reforms
which will have their major impact in rural areas. As these reforms
progress, joint cooperative activities between the USDOL and STPS
will include:
*

Support for "stay-in-school" efforts and the sharing of strategies

135.
136.
137.
138.

L at 94.
L at 95.
Id
Id
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to increase the percentage of children finishing compulsory education;
Sharing of compliance strategies and compliance experiences
concerning occupations and industries deemed hazardous for
minors; and
Improved efforts in rural areas to protect the welfare of minors
who perform agricultural activities.""
3. Labor Statistics
The lack of comparable economic data for the United States and
Mexico presents a barrier to comparing and assessing U.S. and Mexican wages, productivity, and other labor indicators. The objective of
cooperative activities in the labor statistics area is to assist Mexico
improve the quality, timeliness, and international comparability of
economic statistics so that both countries will be better able to monitor and evaluate the results of the NAFTA.
BLS has already began to collaborate with STPS/INEGI in developing training courses and seminars designed to improve the collection and analysis of social and economic data in Mexico."4 The major emphasis has been on employment, wage, and productivity statistics. Training seminars for Mexican officials have already been held
covering the following topics:
*

Technology for improvement of establishment surveys;

*

Construction and analysis of price indexes;

*

Analysis of labor statistics for policy formulation;

*

Measurement of productivity and technology change;

*

Manpower projections and analysis; and

*

Processing and production of employment and unemployment
measurement of labor force activity in the Mexican informal

139. Id.
140. 1r,
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sector.
Topics of upcoming training seminars include the measurement of
productivity, the use of employment statistics from surveys and the
seasonal adjustment of employment time series; and methodology for
collecting occupational safety and health statistics. BLS will continue
to provide training to Mexico's statistical agencies for the improvement in Mexican statistical procedures in a number of areas to obtain
more reliable estimates of employment, underemployment, unemployment, productivity, wages, and hours worked. Key systems targeted
for improvement are safety and health statistics; household labor force
surveys and their management; establishment surveys, their size in
terms of firms covered and data elements included; and the development of annual productivity indices.
In addition, in October 1991, U.S. statistical agencies (including
BLS), coordinated by the Office of Management and Budget
("OMB"), signed a Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU") calling
for comprehensive statistical cooperation between the two countries.

41

4. Labor Law and Worker Rights
Cooperation regarding worker rights and labor management relations systems was agreed to at the September 9, 1991, meeting of the
4
Labor Working Group of the U.S.-Mexico Binational Commission. 1
USDOL and STPS have completed a joint comparative study on labor
law and worker rights. 43 This study, and ongoing discussions between U.S. and Mexican officials covering labor law and practice
with respect to fundamental workers rights, formed the basis for the
First Annual U.S.-Mexico Labor Law Conference, cosponsored by
USDOL and STPS, which was held in Mexico City on October 2627, 1992. The issues addressed by the government, labor, and business officials who attended were:

141.

MEMORANDUM

OF UNDERSTANDING

BETWEEN TmE OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT

AND

BUDGET OF Tim UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STATISTICS,

GEOGRAPHY, AND INFORMATICS OF THE UNITED MEXICAN STATES, Art. H (1991).
142. ADMINISTRATION REPORT, supra, note 107.
143. U.S. DEP'T OF LABOR AND MEXICAN SECRETARIAT OF LABOR AND SOCIAL WELFARE, A COMPARISON OF LABOR LAW IN THE UNITED STATES AND MEXICO: AN OVERVIEW
(1992); see also NESTOR DE BUEN LOZANO AND CARLOS DE BUEN UNNA, A PRIMER ON

MEXICAN LABOR LAW (1991).
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Laws protecting the right to organize and the promotion of collective bargaining;
*

Laws promoting cooperative labor-management relations;

*

Laws promoting occupational safety and health;

*

Laws protecting employees from workplace discrimination;

*

Laws promoting worker training; and

*

Alternative dispute resolution techniques in the workplace.

In the future, both governments will work to improve effective access
to remedies through the development of comparative assessments of
provisions and cases in Mexico and U.S. labor law and practice.
5. Informal Sector
Since a substantial portion of the Mexican labor force participates in the informal sector-outside the formal or regulated
economy-the initial focus of cooperation has been on gaining a
better understanding of the factors affecting its existence and growth,
its effects on economic and social policy, and the implications for
workers. This will form a basis for the development of strategies
ranging from creating incentives to formalization (increased compliance with tax laws, business licensing, etc.) to more active labor law
coverage and enforcement. To place these activities in perspective, the
function of the informal sector in other countries is also being examined.'"
To better understand the common and different aspects of the
U.S. and Mexican economies, and to contribute to key parallel coop-

144. For this purpose, DOL's Bureau of International Labor Affairs commissioned the
following research papers: Alejandro Portes and Richard Schauffler, The Informal Economy in
Latin America: Definition, Measurement, and Policies;, Carmelo Mesa Lago, Social Security
and the Informal Sector in Latin America: The Case of Mexico; Bryan Roberts, The Dynamics of Informal Employment in Mexico; Trevor Boothe and Anthony T. Bryan, The Informal
Sector in the Caribbean:A Comparative Study of Barbados and Jamaica; Harold Lubell, The
Informal Sector in Southeast Asia; Gary Gereffi and Lu-Lin Cheng, The Contrasting Role of
the Informal Sector in East Asian and Latin American Development, and Jozsef Borocz, Informality and the Second Economy in Eastern Europe. All seven papers have been published
as part of the Discussion Series on the Informal Sector, Bureau of International Labor Affairs, U.S. Dep't. of Labor, 1992 (on file at the U.S. Dep't. of Labor).
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erative activities in safety and health and child labor enforcement, the
two sides commissioned a number of research papers and jointly hosted seminars on the so-called informal sector in Mexico 45 and the
underground economy in the United States.'" Information developed
through this exercise will be used as a foundation for identifying
strategies and concrete initiatives to address this sector of the Mexican economy.
Joint activities on the informal sector will soon enter a second
stage as Mexican officials, working with experts from the World
Bank and U.S. Agency for International Development ("AID"), will
focus on identifying linkages between the formal and informal sectors
of the Mexican economy, including the role of micro enterprises and
subcontracting units; the role of the informal sector in contributing to
economic development; and strategies to broaden the social safety net
to include workers in the informal sector.
C. New Areas for Cooperation
As mentioned earlier, on March 30, 1992, Secretaries Farell and
Martin met in Mexico to review progress of cooperation under the
MOU.'47 At that meeting, both concluded that the basis had been
established for the formulation of new goals and longer-term strategies, supported by concrete activities and projects of bilateral cooperation on labor matters of common interest. The two Secretaries believed that these new areas of cooperation would help accelerate the
benefits to workers arising from the greater economic interchange
between both countries and guarantee the adequate protection of
workers, with absolute respect for the legislation in force in each
country.
Specifically, there was agreement on developing new activities to
complement those already set forth in the 1991-92 Action Plan, including the following:
*

Additional cooperation in the area of industrial hygiene;

145. MEXcAN SEcRETARiAT OF LABOR AND SoczAL WELFARE, TE INFORMAL SECTOR IN
MEXICO (U.S. Dep't. of Labor, 1992).
146.

U.S. DEPARTmENT OF LABOR, THE UNDERGROUND ECONOMY IN THE UNITED STATES

(U.S. Dep't. of Labor, 1992).
147. ADMMNSTRATON REPORT, supra, note 107, at 98.
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New cooperative initiatives in the area of workplace safety; and
Establishment of a Consultative Commission on Labor Matters to
oversee future cooperative programs and provide a forum for the
regular discussion of issues of concern to either party. 1"
Together, these new actions provide an institutional foundation for
future collaboration and consultation and establish two new areas of
long-term cooperative activity.
1. Industrial Hygiene Programs
Mexico and the United States both share an interest in protecting
the well-being of their workers in a healthy work environment. As
the OSHA-STPS comparative study has shown, the two countries
have developed within their respective systems and legislation a broad
regulatory scheme designed to prevent hazards that threaten the health
of the worker. 49 They have also established systems aimed at promoting compliance with regulations in these areas. 5 Additionally,
both countries have mounted significant ongoing efforts to continually
update existing regulations to cover hazards relating to new technologies and to adopt new schemes that are consistent with technological
advances.'
Keeping in mind that future economic interchange between the
two countries will intensify as a result of the greater liberalization of
trade and investment flows, the United States and Mexico have
agreed to develop specific actions intended to achieve greater similarity in their industrial hygiene schemes. USDOL and STPS will work
jointly to upgrade their industrial hygiene programs by developing
commonalities in their respective approaches to:

148. AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
THE GOVERNMENT OF MEXCO COMPLEMENTING THE 1991 MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
ON LABOR COOPERATION, AND REGARDING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A CONSULTATIVE COMMISSION ON LABOR MATTERS 101-08 (1992) (appendix A).
149. For a comparison of the two regulatory regimes, see U.S. DEP'T. OF LABOR, OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADmINISTRATION, AND MEXICAN SECRETARIAT OF LABOR
AND SoCIAL WELFARE, A COMPARISON OF OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH PROGRAMS

IN THE
150.
151.
for the

UNITED STATES AND MEXICO: AN OVERVIEW (1992).
Id.
See id (discussing the adoption of the Process Safety Management (PSM) Standard
chemical industry).
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"

Hazard communication standards;

*

Permissible exposure limits for airborne contaminants;

*

Sampling and laboratory analysis of airborne contaminants;

*

The effects of noise, vibrations, and other physical agents on
workers;

*

Ergonomic issues; and

*

The protection of workers in agricultural industries.'
2. Workplace Safety Programs

USDOL and STPS both consider it essential to assure that U.S.
and Mexican workers have adequate protection against accidents and
physical harm at the workplace."' In this area, as in the area of hygiene, both agencies consider it necessary to achieve greater homogeneity in the development and application of regulations. Both agencies
also consider it essential to continue encouraging joint seminars on
practices for the abatement of accidents in high-hazard industries as
well as on strategies to verify the abatement of hazardous conditions
in the workplace.
As a consequence, the two agencies will initiate a wide variety
of joint activities designed to establish appropriate standards, implement effective programs that prevent accidents, avoid hazardous conditions, remedy potential deficiencies, and assure compliance. Specific
activities will include joint projects to improve:
*

Occupational safety and health in small- and medium-sized firms;
Procedures for the identification and control of workplace hazards;

*

Collection of occupational safety and health statistics; and

152. U.S. and Mexico Announce New Areas of Labor Cooperation, U.S. Dep't of Labor
Press Release 92-601 (Sept. 15, 1992).
153. ADMINISTRATION REPORT, supra, note 107, at 99.
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Inspection techniques.5 4
3. Consultative Commission
Based on their March 30, 1992, discussions, U.S. Secretary of
Labor Lynn Martin and Mexican Secretary of Labor and Social Welfare Arsenio Farell agreed to establish a Consultative Commission on
Labor Matters under the auspices of the 1991 MOU and the U.S.Mexican Binational Commission." s In establishing this new Commission, STPS and DOL have recognized that, beyond the specific
activities already agreed upon, there is a need to provide a permanent
forum to promote, through consultations and other means, the rights
and interests of working people in both countries.
A major goal of this new forum will be to oversee a work program and to promote further reciprocal understanding of the content
of the labor law and of the institutions and systems that relate to
labor in both countries.' s6 This goal will be achieved through the
promotion of contacts between experts and other interested parties,
through technical meetings and seminars, and through regular meetings of senior officials where matters of interest or concern to either
party relating to labor can be raised.
The Commission, co-chaired by the two secretaries, will meet at
least once a year to discuss labor issues and develop and review the
implementation of joint activities." Technical experts or other nongovernment representatives may also participate, as appropriate.
V. FUTURE CHALLENGES

It is important to step back and look at the NAFTA not as an
isolated phenomenon, but rather as an important milestone for the
United States in the context of changes that are occurring in the
international economy. These changes include a greater reliance on
telecommunications, deeper interaction between technology, produc-

154. U.S. and Mexico Announce New Areas of Labor Cooperation, U.S. Dep't of Labor
Press Release 92-601 (Sept. 15 1992) at 1.
155. ADMISTRATION REPORT, supra, note 107, at 101-08 (appendix A).
156. Id at 101. The agreement reads, "Desiring to promote greater cooperation between
the two countries and a greater reciprocal understanding of the legislation, institutions, and
systems that govern the area of labor in both countries." Id. Article 3 States that among the
functions of the Consultative Commission is to "discuss ways to promote reciprocal understanding and strengthen bilateral cooperation in the field of labor." lad
157. litat 103-04.
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tion, and services, and the globalization of production through the
establishment of modem industrial production in many different countries. The internationalization of the U.S. economy that is already
occurring, and will continue to occur with or without the NAFTA,
provides significant opportunities for U.S. industries and labor. But it
also raises important challenges. The NAFTA gives us a handle to
maximize benefits for U.S. industries and workers and to meet the
challenges of the future.
A. Labor and the Global Economy
The world is getting smaller. Interactions of all kinds among
countries are increasing each day. Speed-of-light communications
permit instantaneous movement of information and data; capital can
move across borders almost instantaneously; even many types of
goods can be shipped from one country to another overnight using air
transportation and other special services. This revolution in communications and transportation has changed the way business around the
world is conducted.
As firms and industries have become more globalized, they increasingly distribute portions of their production processes, research
and development functions, sourcing, and capital internationally. The
nationality of the resource provider is decreasingly important.
While goods, capital, and technology are mobile, and becoming
more so as a result of globalization and faster communications, labor
remains largely immobile. Workers are still largely bound by national
borders and most workers are constrained by regional borders as well
as a result of geography, customs, or familial ties.
In this changing world, where companies, industries, and skills
change with unprecedented speed, worker flexibility is an absolute
necessity. A competitive workforce must be able to react quickly to
market changes, new patterns of trade and competition, technological
breakthroughs, and a side variety of other fast changing economic
conditions.
For decades, job security in the United States has meant working
in the same company, often at the same job for an entire lifetime.
But the current world economic environment is a much different
place. Technological and economic changes mean that many of the
old arrangements no longer work. The needs of the marketplace
change day to day, week to week, and so do jobs along with them.
Workers have to be more mobile, more adaptable, and have higher
and higher levels of skills.
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The challenge for U.S. labor and business is to improve our
educational and job training systems in order to enhance job security
for our workers. If a quality workforce is the foundation of a strong
economy, education is the foundation of a first-rate workforce. The
results of a series of studies projecting trends in the U.S. labor force
over the next 15 years conducted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics
are unambiguous: no matter which economic scenario is selected, the
jobs expected to grow the fastest are those requiring high levels of
skills."' The more skilled a worker, the more likely he or she is to
secure a better job, to earn higher pay, and to enjoy greater employment stability. As a result, the more skilled the workforce, the more
likely the nation will prosper.
B. Labor and the Implementation of the NAFTA
The world economy is not only becoming more globalized, but
more regionalized. The EC is now a major player in the world economy, as are the countries in the Pacific Basin. These countries have
joined together to reduce barriers and enhance competitive strength
among themselves. The new trade groups they have formed present a
great challenge to the United States that we can ill afford to ignore.
The formation of the European single market has stimulated
economic growth in Western Europe and has boosted self-confidence.
EC economic growth since 1981 has surpassed most projections, and
foreign investment has flowed rapidly into Europe as investors have
sought to locate within the EC, in order to take advantage of the
unified European market. The Pacific Basin countries-Japan plus the
four East Asian newly industrializing countries ("NICs"), Hong Kong,
Taiwan, Korea, and Singapore-have made substantial inroads into
world markets. From 1950-89, overal Japanese productivity increased
by an average 6.0% per year-compared with an avergage increase of
1.9% per year for the United States over same period."9 The share
of total world exports accounted for by Japan and the four East Asian
NICs rose from 10.9% in 1980 to 18.2% in 1988.160 Only by enhancing the efficiency of our producers and the productivity of our

158. See Ronald Kutscher, New BLS Projections: Findings and Implications, MONTHLY
LABOR REVIEW, Nov. 1991 at 3-12.
159. ANTHONY PATRICK CARNEVALE, AMERICA AND THE NEW ECONOMY 26 (1991).
160. See 11 ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK, KEY INDICATORS OF DEVELOPING ASIAN AND
PACIFIC COUN7RIES 4, 35 (July 1990); JAPAN INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC AF-

FAIRS, JAPAN 1993: AN INTERNATIONAL COMPARSON 34-35 (1993).
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workforce will the U.S. be able to keep up with the dynamic economies of the Pacific Basin.
The closer ties among the North American countries brought
about by the NAFTA can serve as a catalyst for making the United
States more competitive and contributing to the growth of our economy.
Domestic labor has a great deal to gain from the NAFTA. A
study by two analysts associated with the Institute for International
Economics released in early 1992 projected that a NAFTA, in conjunction with continuing Mexican economic policy reforms, would
lead to an improvement of about $9 billion annually in the U.S. trade
balance by 1995;16' in an update of their analysis released in mid1992, these analysts predicted that the NAFTA would create 325,000
new jobs in the United States, while 150,000 jobs, primarily in unskilled and semi-skilled factory positions, would be displaced by the
agreement, for a net gain of 175,000 jobs. 62 What the United States
needs is closer cooperation and a single-minded focus on improving
the quality of our workforce. Neither labor, nor business, nor the
government can do this alone; all these parties must work closely
together on this one.
The United States must also find constructive ways to improve
labor standards in Mexico. Trade sanctions alone cannot solve these
problems; what is needed is further collaboration and technical assistance. The NAFTA, by creating jobs in Mexico, is the United States's
best chance to improve the lot of Mexican workers.
American industries also need closer cooperation between management and labor to deal with the challenges that will be presented
by the NAFTA. Adjustment assistance will be available to workers
who will be adversely affected by NAFTA, but cooperation between
management and labor prior to dislocations will go a long way to
easing the burden on workers and maximizing their productive abilities.

161. North American Free Trade Agreement: An Update, News Release, Institute for International Economics (July, 27, 1992).
162. GARY C. HUFBAUER & JEFFREY J. SCHOTT, NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE: ISSUES
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 337 (Institute of International Economics, 1991). The updated analysis was released as GARY C. HUFBAUER & JEFFREY J. SCHOTT, NORTH AMEICAN FREE
TRADE AGREEMENT: AN UPDATE (News of the Institute for International Economics July 27,
1992).
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C. Labor and Hemispheric Free Trade
Latin America has changed dramatically over the past five years.
Military governments have been replaced by democracies, formerly
closed economies have been opened to international trade, and inefficient import substitution strategies have been replaced with marketoriented schemes. 3
The new relationship in North America based on trade and investment liberalization, as exemplified by the NAFTA, is also having
an effect on the rest of the hemisphere. Movement toward closer
trade cooperation is taking place throughout the hemisphere. Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay are in the process of forming the
Southern Common Market, Mercosur.'" The members of the Andean
Pact-Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela-are currently
concluding bilateral trade with each other, within the context of the
Pact.'" Colombia has implemented a free trade area with Ecuador
and Venezuela, and Peru and Bolivia are in the process of doing the
same.'" Members of the Central American Common Market have
entered into bilateral or trilateral trade agreements. 67 And the members of Caricom are currently reviewing a set of recommendations
that call for strengthening regional integration.'
In addition to the regional blocs, many countries in the region
have negotiated, or are negotiating, bilateral or plurilateral free trade
pacts. Mexico and Chile signed a free trade agreement that took
effect on January 1, 1992.'" Mexico and the Central American
Common Market also signed a framework agreement committing them
to complete a free trade area by 19967 Venezuela and Chile are
presently finalizing a trade agreement.'' In addition, there are a
spate of other trade liberalization agreements that fall short of free
trade areas, including the socalled Economic Complementarity Agree-

163. See Myles R.R. Frechette, Assistant Trade Representative for Latin America, the
Carribean, and Africa, The Enterprise for the Americas Initiative, remarks delivered in
Guayaquil, Ecuador (October 27, 1992).
164. IX at 25.
165. Id at 26.
166. Id
167. Id
168. Id at 27.
169. Id.
170. Id. at 28.
171. Id at 27.
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ments and other forms of sector-specific arrangements." n
The movement toward trade liberalization across the Hemisphere
raises hopes that some of these countries soon will be in a position to
negotiate free trade agreements with the United States, pursuant to the
Enterprise for the Americas Initiative.17 Under this Initiative, the
United States has a historic opportunity to build a system of hemispheric free trade for the new century that can provide growth, stability, and a better quality of life for all the people of the Americas.
The NAFI7A will serve as a model for future free trade agreements, paving the way to free trade in the entire Western Hemisphere. It invites other countries, or groups of countries, in the Americas to accede, subject to terms and conditions to be negotiated with
the NAFTA parties and to the applicable approval process in each
country.
VI. CONCLUSION

The economies of all countries now operate in a rapidly changing and competitive world. With the Cold War ended, the main challenge we face is not military in nature, but rather economic-winning
in the global marketplace.
By creating a FTA that reaches from the Yukon to Tierra del
Fuego, the United States-as well as Canada and Mexico-will gain
new jobs, new trade opportunities, more growth, and a cleaner environment. Taken together, these benefits will improve the quality of
life for peoples throughout North America.

172.
173.

Id at 28.
Id at 2-50.
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